Although published structural models of viral capsids generally exhibit a high degree of regularity or symmetry, structural defects might be expected for several reasons: the finite-temperature, fluctuating environment in which capsids assemble, the maturation process many capsids undergo, and the requirement of some capsids for disassembly prior to genome delivery. Different lines of evidence also suggest the presence of defects: the observation of defective structures in computer simulations, and the presence of imperfect and off-pathway capsids in single-particle cryoEM studies. To begin quantifying the conditions under which defects might be expected, we extend prior work by developing a simple equilibrium theory for capsids based on a lattice model allowing for both ideal and defective sites. Both analytical and numerical calculations with the model show there is a fairly sharp threshold value for the difference in effective pair-binding affinities between ideally oriented and mixed ideal/defective pairs: below this capsid-specific threshold, there is an appreciable population of defective capsids. Even when defective sites are not allowed, there is generally some population of vacancies. Our theoretical analysis is bolstered by quantitation of single particles in cryoEM micrographs suggesting that ≳15% of particles may be defective. Beyond furthering our understanding of structural heterogeneity in virus capsids, the findings suggest a nontraditional strategy for assembly inhibition by enhancing 'off-lattice' interactions among capsid proteins via adaptor molecules. hepatitis B virus | capsid assembly | lattice model | cryoEM | structural defects C apsid assembly is a critical step in the life cycle of all 1 viruses(1, 2). During each infection cycle, capsids must 2 assemble for each new viral replicate before it leaves the cell, 3 and often must go through maturation steps that involve sig-4 nificant changes in conformation as well. One consequence of 5 the dynamic and intrinsically stochastic nature of viral cap-6 sid assembly is that it does not always proceed to a precise 7 end point and that occasionally defective capsids form. For 8 example, there are three forms of the herpesvirus capsid that 9 have been isolated in the nucleus, two of which do not proceed 10 to form fully infectious virions.(3, 4) The human hepatitis B 11 virus capsid can assemble in vivo into two structures with 12 different numbers of quasi-equivalent subunits.(5) The sym-13 metry may be either T = 3 (with 90 subunits per capsid) 14 or T = 4 (with 120 subunits per capsid) depending on the 15 conformational behavior of seven amino acid residues on the 16 C-terminal region of the HBcAg capsid subunit.(6-8) The na-17 ture of the structures that form may also depend strongly on 18 the ambient conditions. For example, the cowpea chlorotic 19 mosaic virus (CCMV) can form a variety of structures, in-20 cluding multiwalled shells, tubes, and "rosettes", depending 21 on the pH and ionic strength.(9) 22
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Both computer simulations of icosahedral viral capsid assembly and cryoelectron (cryoEM) microscopy images of assembled capsids show that capsids sometimes assemble into defective structures of lesser symmetry. We found that about 15% of cryoEM images of single hepatitis B virus capsids show defective capsids. To begin to understand capsid defects on a quantitative basis, we developed a model with sites that can either be vacant, ideally occupied, or mis-occupied. Defects were generally found to occur, with a frequency dependent on the interaction strengths of ideally occupied sites and misoccupied sites. Our results suggest that enhancing incorrect interactions between capsid proteins may be a way to diminish correct assembly. J. F. C. and D. M. Z. designed research; J.S. contributed new reagents/analytic tools; J. S., J. F. C. and D. M. Z. performed research; J. S. and J. F. C. analyzed data; and J. S., J.F. C. and D. M. Z. wrote the paper.
The authors declare no conflict of interest. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mails: James.Conway@pitt.edu and zuck-ermd@ohsu.edu model yielded trajectories with persistent defects, despite the 62 lowest energy conformation corresponding to a defect-free 63 fully symmetric structure.(30) 64 Defective capsid formation can also be studied from a more 65 theoretical perspective, focusing on thermodynamics and ki-66 netics (1, 2, 31-34). A still-influential early model of equi-67 librium assembly for icosahedral capsids used 12 pentagonal 68 subunits that unite to form a dodecahedron following a single, 69 minimum-energy pathway for assembly.(31) This 12-pentamer 70 model indicated that, for a range of plausible concentrations 71 of free subunits, the population of intermediates was very low 72 compared to that of either free subunits or complete capsids -73 i.e., two-state behavior: fully formed or monomeric. However, 74 capsid subunits were considered rigid and able to exist in only 75 two states: either fully attached to the capsid, or completely 76 detached from it. Consequently, the only possible defects were 77 vacancies. In addition, the assumption of a single minimum-78 energy pathway breaks down for large viruses because of the 79 increased complexity of the structure and the larger number 80 of sites where a subunit can be attached to a growing capsid. 81 Some later theoretical work made highly similar assumptions 82 to the 12-site model and reached similiar conclusions (33) . No-83 tably presaging some of the work reported here, a statistical 84 mechanical lattice model has been developed for the assembly and complete capsids were not reported, apparently confirm-93 ing the two state picture of Ref. (31) . However, the resolution 94 of size exclusion chromatography and light scattering as mass-95 measurement techniques is insufficient to distinguish between 96 complete, perfect capsids and those that have small defects 97 or vacancies. That distinction is revisited here. 98 We take a statistical-mechanical approach to the problem 99 of determining the equilibrium distribution of capsid states. 100 Our model is similar to the lattice gas model for studying 101 phase transitions in critical fluids,(38, 39) but defined on a 102 contact graph that reflects the geometry of the HBV capsid. 103 This model incorporates the possibility of capsid subunits be-104 ing partially attached or being in a conformational state such 105 that their interactions with a partially formed capsid are not 106 as strong as the intersubunit interactions in a fully formed 107 capsid. The model can be solved analytically under the ap-108 proximation that defects in capsids are isolated, and can also 109 be simulated numerically using the Metropolis Monte Carlo 110 method.(40) 111 Using this model, we characterize the conditions under 112 which capsid formation is thermodynamically stable, as a 113 function of the chemical potential of free capsids and two in-114 teraction strength parameters representing the strength of in-115 teractions between fully attached subunits and between fully 116 attached and partially attached subunits. We show that the 117 proportion of defective capsids can be appreciable when the 118 difference in these two interaction strengths is below a thresh-119 old. We further extend the analysis to other viruses by consid-120 ering the relationship between this threshold, the number of 121 subunits in a capsid, and the number of contacts each subunit 122 number of image centers that were located midway between 157 several capsid particles, resulting in images that consisted of 158 parts of multiple capsids. Almost all of these images were 159 filtered out by the 2D classification.

160
About one-sixth of the images from the filtered stack have 161 visible defects. A much larger proportion of the images in 162 the original stack also show defects; some of these images 163 could have been filtered out by the classification steps that 164 were used to create the filtered stack. In any case, there 165 is a high percentage of defects present -at least one in six 166 particles is defective, and this is likely an underestimate be-167 cause of the use of template-based autopicking of particles 168 using perfect capsids as templates. We note that only 600 169 of 1618 total T=4 capsid particles were used in the original 170 structure publication(12) due primarily to technological con-171 straints, but likely resulting in a selection of the best one-third 172 of the particle dataset and avoiding the defective capsids. ing "perfect" capsids (clusters 11, 16, 24, 26, 29, 30, 32, 41, 180 and 46). RELION did identify a few clusters that appear to 181 Table 1 . Summary of number and type of defective capsids found in samples taken from the two classes of images identified from electron micrographs of the HBV capsid. Descriptions of individual images are shown in table S1 for the entire stack and table S2 for the filtered stack. The images themselves are shown in figure S1 for the entire stack and figure S2 for the filtered stack.
Stack
Entire Filtered represent defective capsids. For example, cluster 47 appears 182 to contain HBV capsids that are missing a dimer along the 183 outer edge as seen in the micrograph, while cluster 42 appears 184 to contain incomplete capsids that are missing multiple such 185 dimers, similar to those shown in the "incomplete" column 186 of figure 1. Clusters 35 and 45 appear to contain elongated 187 capsids similar to those portrayed in the "distorted" column 188 of figure 1. However, these clusters together account for only 189 1.5% of the filtered stack. It appears that many of the im-190 ages that were manually classified as defective were placed by 191 RELION in the "perfect" clusters, and were then averaged 192 out by other images. Alternatively, the individual images are 193 noisy, and some of the defects identified by manual inspection 194 may in fact be a result of that noise. Still, despite these dif-195 ferences, it is clear that at least 1%, and possibly more, of the 196 images from the filtered stack represent defective capsids, as 197 determined by classification using RELION.
198
B. Structural heterogeneity in the hepatitis B viral capsid 199
model. Turning to the graphical model of Fig. 3 , we first con-200 firm that the average number of occupied sites depends on µ 201 and ∆G ideal (for ∆∆G = 0) as expected. Figure 4 indicates 202 that capsid formation is more favorable for a higher µ (imply-203 ing a higher concentration of free subunits in equilibrium with 204 the capsids) and for higher ∆G ideal (stronger interactions be-205 tween subunits). Plots with other values of ∆∆G (shown in 206 figure S4 in the Supporting Information) were very similar to 207 (black half-circles), and vacant sites (white circles). The interaction energy between ideally occupied sites or between mis-occupied sites is ∆G ideal (solid line), whereas the interaction energy between an ideally occupied and a mis-occupied site is ∆G mixed (dotted line). Table 2 . Distribution of images in clusters obtained from automatic 2D classification of the filtered stack. Clusters are numbered so that clusters 1-10 correspond to the first row of figure 2, 11-20 to the second row, and so on. 1  1  2  2  5  1  9  1  10  1  11  250  16  358  24  525  26  451  29  569  30  584  32  605  33  1  35  18  36  1  38  1  41  1041  42  34  45  7  46  481  47  7  50  1 that shown in figure 4 , implying that the average number of 208 occupied sites does not vary much with ∆∆G.
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209
The model makes valuable predictions regarding structural 210 heterogeneity. Figure 5 shows the actual distribution of the 211 number of occupied sites for selected points in the (µ, ∆G ideal ) 212 plane. Most importantly, there is always some population of 213 imperfect capsids, and this becomes dominant in some regions 214 of parameter space. It is clear that, while the average num-215 ber of occupied sites depends only weakly on ∆∆G, the ac-216 tual distributon of capsid sizes can vary significantly. For the 217 chosen sets of parameters, the distributions have two peaks, 218 one corresponding to a nearly fully formed capsid, the other 219 corresponding to an isolated subunit. The probability min-220 imum between these peaks increases with ∆∆G, which we 221 ascribe to entropic effects. Adding a third state increases the 222 number of possible configurations, and in particular for larger 223 capsids, there are more ways to mix fully-occupied and mis-224 occupied states. Consequently, the entropy associated with 225 the largest capsids is greater when there is a mis-occupied 226 state whose energy is close to that of the fully occupied state, 227 ∆G mixed ∼ ∆G ideal ; therefore larger capsids will be favored.
228
When do structurally perfect capsids predominate? We 229 studied the proportion of perfect capsids, where all sites 230 are ideally occupied, and compared results from the Monte 231 Carlo simulations to the analytical results obtained using 232 the isolated-defects approximation (eq. 9). Figure 6 shows 233 this proportion as a function of µ, ∆G ideal , and ∆G mixed , 234 with plots in the (∆G ideal , ∆G mixed ) plane. The proportion 235 of perfect capsids depends predominantly on the difference 236 ∆∆G = ∆G mixed − ∆G ideal , and shows a critical threshold of 237 ∆∆G ≈ 2.5kBT . Above this threshold, and for a sufficient in-238 teraction strength, structurally perfect capsids predominate, 239 while below this threshold, the fraction of defective capsids 240 can become significant. As ∆∆G approaches zero, the many 241 imperfect but complete capsid configurations in which some 242 sites are mis-occupied, but no sites are vacant, come to have 243 approximation that assumes that all the defects are isolated.
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As shown in the SI, ∆G defect does appear in second-order and 258 higher terms in the virial expansion corresponding to defects 259 in which two mis-occupied sites are adjacent to each other. capsids is least) for viruses with a large number of subunit in 279 which each subunit has few neighbors. It is hardest to form 280 defects in viruses with few subunits in which each subunit has 281 many neighbors. 282
Discussion
283
A. Comparison with prior work. We are unaware of any pre-284 vious quantitative analysis of the defective particles present 285 in cryoEM micrographs, which are usually rejected for being 286 quite variable in structure and presumed to be physiologi-287 cally off-pathway. Nonetheless, they may constitute a sizable 288 proportion of the sample under study reflecting the innate 289 assembly fidelity of the complex as well as aspects of sample 290 preparation, and may offer insights into assembly that could 291 be exploited for anti-viral or other therapeutic purposes. Such 292 heterogeneity in cryoEM structures is now taken to be a fun-293 damental part of structural biology(41-44) and we hope that 294 our findings will motivate similar analyses of other systems 295 and other datasets.
296
Our theoretical model, while still greatly simplified, ad-297 vances prior theoretical work in several ways. Generally speak-298 ing, our model incorporates more realistic and combinatoric 299 possibilities than the seminal early model of Zlotnick (31) and 300 follow-up work (33) . We also find two-state behavior -mostly 301 assembled and mostly disassembled -but the greater granu-302 larity of our model clearly shows that what appeared to be a 303 uniform assembled state in the prior work consists of an en-304 semble of nearly fully assembled configurations in large parts 305 of parameter space. That is, defects are common, both as 306 vacancies and/or mis-assembled sites.
307
A model somewhat similar to ours has been used to study 308 the assembly of CCMV.(35, 36) This model incorporates a 309 grand-canonical term and a hydrophobic interaction term 310 with the same forms as the two terms in equation 10. How-311 ever, explicit electrostatic interactions, as well as the use of 312 only vacant and ideally occupied sites (no mis-occupied sites), 313 distinguish the CCMV model from ours. Despite these differ-314 ences, the authors find distributions of capsid sizes that are 315 two-peaked with the higher peak not being at full assembly, 316 similar to those shown in figure 5 for our model.
317
In experimental studies of HBV capsid assembly, only two 318 populations were observed using size-exclusion chromatogra-319 phy, but significant caveats apply. Species' molecular weights 320 were measured using light scattering and corresponded to com-321 plete capsids and free dimers.(18) This is broadly consistent 322 with our Monte Carlo simulations, which in most cases pro-323 duce capsid size distributions peaked around either 1 dimer or 324 120 dimers, corresponding to a free dimer or a complete capsid 325 respectively. In a few cases we observe a distribution contain-326 ing peaks corresponding to both sizes. The observation of only 327 two peaks would seem to rule out significant concentrations of 328 defective or partially assembled capsids. However, the exper-329 imental data is not sufficient to support this conclusion, be-330 cause size-exclusion chromatography relies on hydrodynamic 331 volume, not molecular weight, to resolve macromolecules,(45) 332 and capsids with localized defects (such as missing dimers) 333 would be expected to have a hydrodynamic volume very close 334 to those of perfect capsids. Furthermore, interpretation of 335 light scattering is based on the assumption that the parti-336 cles detected are spherical with a refractive index that dif-337 fers slightly from that of the surrounding medium. The parameter ∆G ideal , the interaction free energy, must 385 include all environmental factors, including temperature and 386 ionic strength. The experimental values for the interaction 387 strength among HBV capsid subunits range from approxi-388 mately -3.2 to -4.4 kcal/mol,(18) which correspond to values 389 of ∆G ideal from approximately -5 to -7 kBT , on the upper end 390 of the values considered here. The lower values are more con-391 sistent with physiological conditions; the strength of the inter-392 subunit interaction increases with increasing temperature and 393 ionic strength because of the primarily hydrophobic nature of 394 the forces that hold the capsid together. Experimental studies 395 comparing woodchuck and human HBV also demonstrate that 396 the two capsid proteins, despite having approximately 65% 397 sequence identity and forming very similar assembled capsid 398 structures, have very different thermodynamics of assembly, 399 with that of woodchuck HBV having a stronger entropic con-400 tribution to assembly.(19) In previous simulations, stronger in-401 teractions are usually used in order to speed up capsid forma-402 tion. In the simulations performed by Hagan and Chandler, a 403 "hysteresis" effect was observed(28) in which it was necessary 404 to use a somewhat smaller interaction strength (about 12kBT ) 405 to cause fully assembled capsids to disassemble, compared to 406 the interaction strength needed to assemble capsids from free 407 subunits (about 16kBT ). In our own simulations,(30) the en-408 ergy of an intersubunit interaction is about 8 kcal/mol per 409 intersubunit interaction, or about 13.3kBT where T = 300 K 410 is the simulation temperature. 
Conclusions
412
To investigate systematically the potential for defect forma-413 tion in virus capsids, we developed a statistical mechanical 414 model that incorporates more realistic capsid geometry than 415 prior work, as well as taking into account the possibility of 416 ideal and defective subunits is below a threshold that depends 424 only on geometric properties of the capsid. This implies that 425 capsid assembly can be inhibited equally well by blocking ideal librium behavior, which depends only on the energy function 476 via its parameters. Given a constant chemical potential for 477 free subunits, we can determine the distribution of sizes of 478 partially formed capsids. We emphasize that we are not esti-479 mating the free-energetic parameters of the model, but rather 480 exploring the consequences of a physically plausible range of 481 parameter choices.
482
Physically, each discrete state of our model represents a 483 set of continuum configurations in the underlying configura-484 tion space. Therefore, all state energies are intrinsically free 485 energies that account for both energetic and entropic charac-486 teristics of the underlying configurational sub-ensembles (58). 487 We employ a simple lattice-like graphical model with N 488 sites ( fig. 3 ), in which each site i can be in one of three states: 489 unoccupied, "ideally" occupied (i.e. in the orientation suit-490 able for the symmetric capsid), or mis-occupied (i.e. occupied 491 but mis-oriented compared to the symmetric configuration). 492 A contact graph G (fig. 3) shows which sites interact with 493 each other. Thus the free energy of a capsid configuration x 494 is given by
where ∆Gint(xi, xj) is an interaction free energy that depends 497 on the occupation states xi and xj of the two sites i and j as 498 given below.
499
The interaction energy ∆Gint can take on one of three 500 possible values: ∆G ideal , for interactions between ideally oc-501 cupied sites, ∆G mixed for interactions between a ideally oc-502 cupied site and a mis-occupied site, or ∆G defect for inter-503 actions between mis-occupied sites. In general, we expect 504 that interactions between ideally occupied and mis-occupied 505 sites will be weaker than those between ideally occupied sites. 506 We defined the difference ∆∆G = ∆G mixed − ∆G ideal to be 507 the difference between the two interaction energies and is al-508 ways assumed positive -i.e., mixed interactions are weaker 509 than ideal. We also assumed that the interaction between 510 two adjacent mis-occupied sites (∆G defect ) would be slightly 511 weaker than that between ideally occupied sites (∆G ideal ), so 512 that ∆G defect = ∆G ideal + 1.0kBT . This difference was cho-513 sen based on the premise that the interactions between mis-514 occupied sites would be weaker than those between ideally 515 occupied sites. Note that all of these interaction energies ac-516 count for average effects of configurational fluctuations and 517 hence represent effective free energies.
518
The probability of any given configuration x can be calcu-519 lated based on its free energy. In order to probe the distribu-520 tion of the number of occupied sites both in terms of energetic 521 parameters and concentration effects, we work in the grand 522 canonical ensemble, in which the chemical potential of cap-523 sid subunits µ is fixed and the number of assembled subunits 524 self-adjusts accordingly. This corresponds to considering any 525 partially-formed capsid as being in equilibrium with an ideal 526 solution of free subunits. The probability of a given configu-527 ration x is given by 
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[9] occupied sites:
The chemical potential µ is usually approximated by an Nv∆Gvac + Nm∆Gmis .
[6]
562
The grand canonical partition function is then given by which 563 is a trinomial form that can be evaluated exactly:
With the partition function in hand, the probability of 566 the single perfect capsid configuration is given by which is 567 used below to study more general spherical capsids, beyond 568 HBV. A plot of (9) is given in figure S5a in the Supporting
569
Information, as are additional virial-like corrections to the 570 isolated defect approximation.
571
Application to the hepatitis B virus capsid. We apply the lattice 572 model to study the HBV T = 4 capsid through its contact 573 graph. The capsid is composed of 120 dimers, each of which 574 consists of a pair of subunits, each contributing a pair of he-575 lices to the 4-helix bundle interface and further linked by a 576 disulfide bridge. We considered each dimer to constitute a 577 site in our model. We constructed the contact graph G for 578 the virus from the structure of the capsid given in the PDB 579 (code 1QGT)(60) by including an edge for each pair of dimers 580 in which there is at least one pair of α carbons within 10 Å 581 of each other in the complete structure of the capsid. In this 582 graph there are 4 nearest neighbors for each site. [10] 591 where N is the total number of subunits and ∆H is the change 592 in H in going from an old to a new configuration. 593 We performed a set of MC simulations for our model as 594 applied to the hepatitis B capsid, using the contact graph 595 G constructed from its structure as described above. Monte 596 Carlo simulations of the model were performed with varying 597 values of µ, ∆G ideal , and ∆G mixed to map out a "phase dia-598 gram" for the system. The MC moves for these simulations 599 consisted of choosing a site i at random and changing its 600 state. Each simulation lasted for 1 billion trial moves, and 601 the average number and distribution of the number of occu-602 pied sites were computed. The simulations were performed 603 on a grid in µ-∆G ideal -∆G mixed space in which µ ranged from 604 −6kBT to 6kBT in steps of 0.2kBT , ∆G ideal ranged from 605 −5kBT to 0 in steps of 0.25kBT , and ∆G mixed ranged from 606 ∆G ideal to 0 in steps of 0.25kBT . Only simulations in which 607 |∆G mixed | ≤ |∆G ideal | were run.
608
To be considered a "partially formed capsid," a collection 609 of subunits must be touching each other, so that they would 610 be expected to move together because of the forces holding 611 them together, but independently of any other collection of 612 subunits. Consequently, for the purposes of analyzing this 613 simulation, a "partially formed capsid" was defined as a set 614 of occupied sites (either ideally occupied or mis-occupied) that 615 span a connected subgraph of the contact graph G. Therefore, 616 after each trial move of the simulation, the subgraph of G 617 spanned by the occupied sites was determined and divided 618 into connected components. The distribution of the sizes of 619 these subcomponents was then used for further analysis. The 620 Table S1 . Description of defects in the sample of 100 images drawn from the entire stack. The images are numbered such that images 1-10 correspond to the top row of figure S1, 11-20 to the second row, and so on. Partially obscured by gray rectangle 60 Table S2 . Description of defects in the sample of 100 images drawn from the filtered stack of 4940 images created by 2D classification. The images are numbered such that images 1-10 correspond to the top row of figure S2, 11-20 to the second row, and so on. S3 . Example of a defect in the HBV capsid that consists of two neighboring vacant sites surrounded by occupied sites and therefore violates the isolated-defects approximation used in the analytical treatment of the lattice model described in the main text. The analytical treatment may be extended to cover this case by using a virial-like expansion. 
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